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Abstract—Under the ever growing data demand, conventional
uni-layer failure protection techniques are cost extensive and
do not provide enough flexibility to increase robustness in IP
networks. A multi-layer protection scheme is needed to deal
with failures while reducing capital expenditures. A possible
way is to combine link duplication, widely used in the data
link layer as a protection technique, to link weights which
can be optimized in the routing layer to tackle failure. In
the conventional multilayer optimization scheme, optimization
is performed at the routing layer to determine link weights
before finding the appropriate links to protect. After the links are
protected the pre-calculated link weights are no more optimal to
deal with failure as they were not considered duplicated during
the process of link weight optimization. In the proposed scheme,
the optimization process starts at the data link layer where for
each duplication candidates link weights are calculated so as
to minimize the worst congestion related to non protected links
failures. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our
scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For internet service providers, traffic growth is no more
proportional to revenue. Moreover the traffic is more and more
diverse, with services that require extremely low latency and
high throughput. To satisfy future Service Level Agreements
(SLAs), these conditions shall be met even under failure.

Current uni-layered protection method are not cost effi-
cient. Conventional protection techniques at the routing layer
includes optimizing the link weights in advance so as to
tackle failure [1]. As paths are calculated according to preset
link weights, failure preventive link weights can be set so as
to tackle failure. However this protection technique do not
consider data link layer protections such as link duplication.
Since protection at both layers do not consider each other it is
difficult to reduce network cost such as link duplications. Op-
timization across both layers is required to provide protection
while reducing link duplication cost.

The work in [2], presented a technique to reduce the number
of link duplications by combining protection techniques at the
data-link layer and the routing layer. When a manageable con-
gestion is given, this scheme determines the suitable routing
link weights to reduce the number of link duplications while
keeping the manageable congestion under both failure and
non failure scenarios. However, optimization is performed at
the routing layer to determine link weights before finding the
appropriate links to protect. Once the links are protected the
pre-calculated link weights are no more optimal to deal with

failure as the duplicated links were not considered duplicated
during the process of link weight optimization.

This paper solves the above problem by starting the op-
timization at the data link layer where for each duplication
candidate, link weights are calculated so as to minimize
the worst congestion related to non protected links failures.
Simulation results show that the proposed scheme deals better
with failures by reducing the worst congestion compared to
the conventional scheme under the same link protection cost.

II. NETWORK MODEL AND CONVENTIONAL SCHEME

The network is represented as a directed graph G(V,E),
where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links. L = |E|
is the number of links. F = E ∪ {0} is the set of single link
failure cases. For e ∈ F , e ̸= 0 means that link e fails and
e = 0 means no link failure. ue and ce represent the traffic
volume passing through link e and the capacity of link e,
respectively. Traffic paths are determined by the applied link
weight set W and network congestion ratio which refers to the
maximum value of all link utilization ratios in the network is
denoted as:

r(W ) = max
e∈E

ue

ce
, (1)

where 0 ≤ r(W ) ≤ 1. Let

r(W, l) = max
e∈E\{l}

ue

ce
, (2)

represent the network congestion when l ∈ F fails. The worst
case congestion ratio on a subset F0 ⊂ F , is

RF0(W ) = max
l∈F0

r(W, l). (3)

In the routing layer protection scheme, determining in ad-
vance the link weights set which minimizes RF is targeted.
Meanwhile, data link layer protection techniques such as link
protection duplication is widely used. In [2], they combine
both layers protection technique by considering link dupli-
cation during the link weight optimization process. This can
either further reduced RF under the same link reinforcement
pattern or can help reduce the overall number of protected
links for a given manageable RF compared to a uni-layered
protection. We denote this scheme as conventional

The conventional scheme aims to reduce the number of links
to protect while determining link weight set at the start-time
of network operation. Let consider the manageable congestion
ratio threshold value as rm. Apply PSO on F to determine the
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link weight set that minimizes the worst case congestion ratio
rF and the critical link lF , that will generate rF in case it
fails. If rF ≤ rm, then no link duplication is needed as link
weights setting is enough to fulfill congestion requirements.
Otherwise, reinforce lF and assume that LF no more fails
from the IP layer’s point of view. Repeat the same process by
running PSO on the remaining non protected links. At the end
of the algorithm, {lF , lF1 , · · · } is the set of links to reinforce
with the corresponding weight.

However, the protected links may not be suitable against
failure as they were not considered protected during the
process of weight optimization. A scheme that considers every
link reinforcement scenario before determining link weights
at the start-time of network operation may give better results
by reducing further the worst congestion ratio with a lower
number of protected links.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

The proposed scheme solves the problem of the conven-
tional scheme. The proposed scheme considers each link
reinforcement scenario before optimizing link weights set
for non-reinforced link failures. Let Y be set of protection
scenarios where each element of Y is a reinforcement pattern.
As we consider single link protection at a time, Y is equal to
E ∪{0} where {0} represents a no protection case. For every
provisional reinforced link lk ∈ Y , where k is an index, apply
PSO on Ylk = Y \{lk}, to minimize the worst case congestion
ratio. Let Rlk represent the minimized congestion ratio under
failure when lk is protected, and WPSOlk

the corresponding
weight set. From a link setting point of view the best protection
scenario lmin is a link such that,

Rlmin = min
lk∈Y

Rlk (4)

We choose lmin as the best pattern in Y and for simplicity
we denote it as lS0 . The link to reinforce next is determined
by repeating the same process on Y \ {lS0

} until we reach a
predetermined threshold value rm. If we consider lSm as the
last link to protected before we reach rm, the final scenario is
{lS0 , lS1 , · · · , lSm}.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of our proposed scheme is compared to
those of the conventional scheme and an exhaustive search
scheme. The exhaustive search scheme considers all possible
combinations of protections to determine the best links to
protect when the number of links to protect is known. The
number of all possible combinations for the n-link protection
scenario is

(
L
n

)
making it unpractical for large networks as the

calculation time grows exponentially
For the three schemes, we compare the network worst

congestion ratios under the same number of protected links.
We do not set a threshold value as comparing the performance
under the same number of protected links will not affect the
conclusion of our comparison. All the congestion ratios are
normalized to the worst congestion ratio when link protection

is not used. Traffic demands between sources and destinations
are set randomly from 0 to 100 units and link capacities from
150 to 200 units. We use a sample network, as shown in Fig. 1.
Network 1 mirrors typical backbone networks [3].

Fig. 1. Sample networks.

Fig. 2, respectively represent the worst congestion ratio
reduction rate in networks for the three schemes. Due to
computation time complexity, the exhaustive search scheme
works only for n-link protection cases, where n ≤ 3. Fig. 2

Fig. 2. Congestion ratio reduction rate under link reinforcement in Network 1.

observes that, in network 1, the proposed scheme reduces the
network congestion ratio more than conventional scheme. The
proposed scheme also matches the result of the exhaustive
scheme for protections of 1, 2 or 3 links.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a scheme that combines both the data-link
layer and routing layer protection techniques to reduce net-
work resource while keeping a manageable congestion ratio
under both failure and non failure scenarios. Simulation results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme.
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